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J. I<. ROSEBLADE 
1. Let X be any class of groups. 1l’e shall say that .X is a subnormal roali- 
tion class if and only if whenever H and K are subnormal f-subgroups of a 
group G, then their join J = Gp{H, Kj is also a subnormal X-subgroup of G; 
and we shall say that X is a ?zornzal coalitio?z class if and only if whenever H 
and K are normal X-subgroups of a group G, then their join is also a normal 
X-subgroup of G. The best known subnormal coalition classes are the class 
of all finite groups and the class of all groups satisfying the maximal condition 
for subgroups. Here we are concerned with the class 911 of all groups satis- 
fying the minimal condition for subnormal subgroups. Our main result 
can be stated as: 
THEOREM 1. Every normal coalition class contained in 9.U is a subnovnm 
coalition class. 
2. ,Votation. Let G be a group and H, K subgroups of G. Q:e shall 
adopt the notation of P. Hall [2] and write the repeated commutator subgroup 
[II, K, K, . . . . K] 
as y”IlKz (i 2 1) and we shall regard y”lZK” as the subgroup H itself. If K 
is a subnormal subgroup of G we shall write K C! (1 G; thus K -CI u G it‘ 
and only if there exists an integer n with y’lGK” < K. If this is the case, then 
the least n for which ynGKn -< K will be called the defect, d(K, G), of K in G. 
* This work was done while the author was supported in part by the Department 
of Scientific and Industrial Research and in part by the Alexander van Humboldt- 
Stiftung. 
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6-I” will denote the subgroup generated by I-I together with all its conju- 
gates under K. The normalizer of H in K will be written N,(H), and the 
centralizer of FI in K will be written C,(N). 
3. Basic Results. We shall frequently use the following results. 
I,ERIMA 1. Lef H 13 4 G, K ~1 <.I G and J -= Gp(H, K:. If Ii Q J, 
then /aclG. 
LEMMA 2. Let ,V -C G. if both N and G/N belong to 9li, then G itself 
belongs to W. 
A proof of Lemma 1 can be found in [5] and a proof of Lemma 2 can be 
found in [4]. 
4. Further Results. Theorem 1 depends very largely upon two further 
results which are of some independent interest. The first is an unpublished 
result of Professor H. Wielandt, whom we would like to thank for his kind 
permission to use it here. It concerns perfect subnormal !JJt-subgroups. A 
group G is said to be perfect if and only if G coincides with its derived 
group G’. 
THEoRERI 2. Let H Q CI G, K a <3 G and J = Gp{H, K). If 
then J = MK, where 
Here we have M q J, M < H; hence M <I u G. From Lemma 1, we 
see that J is also subnormal in G. We have therefore: 
COROLLARY 1. In any group, the join of a perfect subnormal %I-subgroup 
with any subnormal subgroup is subnormal. 
M, as a subnormal subgroup of the W-group M, is also an ‘&R-group. The 
group J/M is isomorphic with K/K n M, which is a factor group of K. 
Since factor groups of 9X-groups are themselves %I-groups, we can say from 
Lemma 2 that / E 911 whenever K E 9Jl. Hence 
COROLLARY 2. In any group the join of a perfect subnormal !Ul-subgroup 
with any subnormal ‘W-subgroup is a subnormal W-subgroup. 
The second important result concerns the normalizers of subnormal sub- 
groups of 9JJ1-groups. 
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‘I’HEOREII 3. If I3 <:.I -c: G c 9X, then G : :Y(,(H) is Jinifp. 
If G is any group, we shall denote by F,; the intersection of all subgroups 
of finite index in G. Since every subgroup of finite index in G contains a 
normal subgroup of G also of finite index. F(, may equally u-e11 be Mined 
as the intersection of all normal subgroups of finite index in G. If G happens 
to be an :)J1-group, then F, itself is of finite index in G and F, has no 
proper subgroups of finite indes. \Ve may therefore state Theorem 3 in the 
equivalent form : 
THEOREM 3 *. If G E 9X, then F, normalizes pcery subnormal subgroup 
of G. 
As an obvious corollary we state: 
COROLLARY I. If G E 9JJ1 axd has no proper subgroups of finite indes, then 
erery sublzormal of G is a normal subgroup of G. 
For the sake of completeness we also state as a corollary a well-known 
result which will be needed in the proof of Lemma 4 below. 
COROLI-ARY 2. If F, = G E 911, then G’ = F,, . 
For G’:‘I;;,, is finite and so G : C,(G’/F,,) / is finite. But G =F, so that 
yGG’ < F,! ‘l’herefore G;F,j is a nilpotent ‘IJt-group without proper 
subgroups of finite index. By Corollary I every subgroup of G/F,, is a normal 
subgroup. Hence G/F,, is Abelian and G’ : F,, 
These results will combine to give a proof of 
LEMRIA 4. Let H, K be fwo subnormal W-subgroups of a group G, then 
1 II : :\‘H(K) is finite. 
Theorem I will be shown to follow from this Lemma by a simple induction 
argument. 
5. Section II of this note will contain the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3, 
and Section III the proofs of I,emma 4 and Theorem 1. IYe Lvould like to 
point out that our results were originally formulated for the class of all groups 
satisfying the minimal condition for subgroups. The generalizations to the 
class !)J)31, along with many suggestions, were given to us by Professor P. Hall, 
whose help we gratefully acknowledge. 
II. PROOFS OF THEOREMS 2 AKD 3 
Proof of 7’heorem 2. Let H be a perfect subnormal 9J1-subgroup of a 
group G and let K be any subnormal subgroup of G. Let J = Gp{H, K} 
and R = K’. 
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Since H E!IR and J = HI%?, there exists a subnormal subgroup I/ of H 
minimal with respect to J = I%. Suppose that I’ is not normal in J. Then 
I’ 4 Vi ~1 ..’ 4 Vn == J with IZ > 1. We may suppose that 
V, = Gp{ V, yv2--i JV-}, (1 < i < n). 
There exists an element x in Vz - Vi such that V” f I’. Since V < Vi Q V,, 
I’ and 1,‘” are both normal in Gp{ Y, I’“) and so y VI’” < V n I’“. If 
V n I’” = V, then V < V”. But then VsP1 < I’ and J = P-‘R, contra- 
dicting the minimality of T;. Hence 
rl”jp < L’ n I/z < 1,‘. (1) 
Kow J,lR is isomorphic with H/H n i?, a perfect group, hence 
J z J’K = [ jTK, T/.‘R] =z (yvr’“) R. (2) 
(I) and (2) together again contradict the minimality of I’, so that we have 
~2 1 1 and V u J. 
By Lemma 1, L = Gp{ I*, K} 4 (i J. But LJ = Gp{ I/‘, K’]- = VI? = J. 
Hence L == J and J == T’K. The p roof is completed by remarking that 
v < in = n HJ’. 
.-I 
Proof of Theorem 3. Let G, be an W-group and suppose that there exists 
a subnormal subgroup N, of G, with ) G, : N,O(HO) / not finite. There exists 
a subnormal subgroup G of G, minimal with respect to containing a sub- 
normal subgroup with infinitely many conjugates. G, like G, , is an %n-group; 
hence there exists a subnormal subgroup H of G minimal with respect to 
/ G : IVY 1 being infinite. 
Let K = HG, then K < G. By the minimality of G, we have K : N,(li) ! 
finite. Hence yF,H < H. As a characteristic subgroup of K, FK is a normal 
subgroup of G. K/F, is finite and so C,(K/FK) is of finite index in G. Hence 
if F -= F, , we have yFK < F, and finally y2FHz < H. Thus 
H a H(yFH) a FH. (3) 
From Lemma 1, FH is a subnormal subgroup of G. If FH C. G, then by 
the minimality of G, we have HF = N, which is supposed not so. Therefore 
FH = G and H is of defect 2 in G. 
Suppose that L is a proper normal subgroup of E-I. By the minimality of H, 
we have ) G : N,(L) I finite. Hence LF = L. If Q is the product of all proper 
normal subgroups of H, then QF = Q and Q is normal in G. Therefore 
Q < H and H/Q is simple. Denoting with bars factor groups relative to Q, 
we have 
AaRuG. 
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But here g is simple, so that R is the direct product of conjugates of 17. 
Since R E YX, it must be the direct product of finitely many conjugates of A. 
If l? is perfect, these are permuted by e. If g is of order a prime, then i? is 
finite. In either case G : N&12) j is finite. Hence : G : lV,(IZ) ! is also finite, 
a contradiction which establishes that for all subgroups H,, subnormal in 
G,, we have G, : :Vc$f-I,) 1 finite. 
III. PROOFS OF LEMMA 4 AND THEOREM 1 
We shall need the result of Hirsch [3] which states that the class of all 
locally nilpotent groups is a normal coalition class, and its corollary (see 
[2, p, 7951) which states that the normal closure of a locally nilpotent sub- 
normal subgroup is locally nilpotent. We shall also need the following 
Lemma about quasi-cyclic subnormal subgroups. A group is said to be yuasi- 
cyclic if and only if it is Abelian of type C,,Z for some prime p. 
LEM.~~IA 3. A group generuted by quasi-cyclic subnormal subgroups is 
Abelian. 
We shall give a direct proof of this result, although it may be remarked 
that it follows almost immediately from a result of Cernikov- (see [I, p. 211) 
which states that in any group the product of all complete periodic Abelian 
normal subgroups is Abelian. 
Let G be a group and suppose that H is a subnormal subgroup of type 
C,,X and that K is a subnormal subgroup of type C,,,*, \&::e must show that 
yHK =- 1. By the Corollary to Professor Xirsch’s theorem, Gp{H, Kj is 
locally nilpotent. Hence if p f q, yUK 1 by the known properties of 
nilpotent groups. We suppose therefore that p -= Q. 
If H” and K” are both Abelian, let h t H and k t K:. Suppose that hlJ7’ = 1. 
Since K is divisible there exists an element k, of K with kr” = k. Since 
yZZK lies in the centre of Gp(lTI, K), we have 
1 = [hlJn, k,] == [h, k,]“” =: [h, kf”] = [h, k]. 
Therefore yHK ~- 1. To prove Lemma 3 it remains no\v to show that HG 
and KG are both Abelian. We do this for H” by induction on d(H, G). If 
11 <I G, then there is nothing to prow. We suppose therefore that 
d(H, G) ‘, I, and that Gp{N, y’GfP$ is Abelian. But then if R E G both H 
and Hg arc contained in Abelian normal subgroups of HG. Therefore by 
lvhat we proved above, yHH” =-; 1. Finally H” is Abelian. 
Proof of Lemma 4. Let H, and K,, be two subnormal W-subgroups of a 
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group G. Suppose that j HO : N,O(KO) j is not finite. There exists a subnormal 
subgroup H of H,, minimal such that there exists a subnormal 9X-subgroup 
K1 of G with 1 I-I : NH(RI) / infinite. There also exists a subnormal subgroup 
K of K1 minimal with respect to 1 H : M,(R) , being infinite. 
T,et F -= F, and suppose that fi :::- F. By the minimality of H, we have 
F : .VF(K) ( finite. Hence RF = K and ! fl : :21iH(K) I is finite, which is 
supposed to be infinite. Hence H = F’ and H has no proper suhgroups of 
finite index. By the minimality of K, H normalizes every proper normal 
subgroup of R. If 0 is the product of all proper normal subgroups of K, 
then ,O 4 J = Gp{H, K). If Cj, I’, and IV denote the factor croups [Q/Q, 
K/Q, and J/Q respectively, we have 1’ <I e.! Jr’, I* ~1 c ! II’, (. E !Ui, and I- 
8 simple W-group. 
It will be sufficient to show that WE 9X. For then J E!N by Lemma 2 and 
so ( II : N,(K) j is finite by Theorem 3, contrary to hypothesis. If either 
P = r;’ or V = 1-‘, then I~‘E‘W follows from Theorem 2. Hence we may 
suppose C: ,’ [if and I* ‘. 1:‘. P7 is therefore of prime order. By Corollary 2 
of Theorem 3, C’ has no proper subgroup of finite index and therefore 
yI;l.l-’ :< I’. If yl.C” = b’, then 1’ 5: U’ since 1,” is subnormal, and PO 
14’ = 1: E 9J1. Otherwise yl’C” := 1 and 7?’ c W. 
Denoting with bars factor groups relative to C:‘, we !lave r’ an Abelian 
!W-group with no proper subgroup of finite index. Hence it is the direct 
product of finitely many quasi-cyclic groups. Sow J?’ is generated by finitely 
many conjugates of CT, so by- Lemma 3 I?W is an Abelian !N-group. w is then 
a finite extension of an W-group and therefore is itself an W-group by 
Lemma 2. But I” tzV1, so again by Lemma 2 WE W. 
Proof of Theorem 1. We show first that 9X is a subnormal coalition class. 
Let N and K be two subnormal W-subgroups of a group G. Let I=-: Gp{H, K)-. 
If d(Fl, J) = 1 then H (1 J and by Lemmas 1 and 2 J t 91 and 1 c;i <I G. 
WC assume therefore that d == d(H, J) >a 1 and that whenever l? and c 
are subnormal %1-subgroups of G such that n is of defect less than d in 
J = Gp(ff, R) then J E YIJ and 1 u CI G. This induction hypothesis allov,s 
us to assume that the join of finitely many conjugates of H in J is in 9J? and is 
atso subnormal in G. 
But H’ = H” = GpjZi”~, . . . . N”‘rl) for some k, , . . . . k, in K, with 
YL = 1 K : N,(H) j from Lemma 4. Hence H” dJJ1 and HK <I Q G. By 
Lemmas 1 and 2, J E 911 and J u Q G. 
NOW let X be any normal coalition class contained in 98, and suppose that H 
and K are subnormal X-subgroups of a group G. Since 9J1 is a subnormal 
coalition class we already have I == Gp(H, Kj EYR and J (1 -3 G. \\-e 
require to show that J E %. Since X is a normal coalition class this follows at 
once from 
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LEMMA 5. Let X be any normal coalition class contained in !UI. If H is 
a subnormal X-subgroup of the ‘JJ?-group .I, then I-II E ,t’. 
Proqf. This is by induction on d 7 d(H, 1). If d ;= 1 then H u / and 
there is nothing to prove. We suppose therefore that d ,Y- 1 and that if 
ZT = NJ then K = HH E X. Now 17 is generated by the conjugates of K in J, 
and all of these are normal in A. By Theorem 3, J : X,(K) [ is finite, 
hence A is a product of finitely many normal W-subgroups. Since X is a 
normal coalition class, A is an X-group as required. 
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